March 2020
To all our Brothers and Sisters,
We wanted to take this opportunity to send a few lines during these extraordinary times. At GreenHills
Ventures, we have completed our first couple of weeks working remotely from home. First and
foremost, I hope you are well and safe during these unprecedented times. While we continue to work
remotely, we will be available to assist our protfolio companies, private clients, and institutuional
partners in any way we can professionally or personally. In the meanwhile, we continue to respond to
many inquiries from our portoflio companies and private clients as to the impact of coronavirus on their
businesses, including continuing on going discussions and negotiations with our portfolio companies and
value added partners, monthly reporting to Limited Partners and Private Clients, force majeure and
material adverse change clauses, etc. We will be sending updates related to some of these issues and
will be available to discuss in confidence on any particular topic by phone or email.
On a more personal note, we want to share with you some of our thoughts and reflections on the global
crisis from a different perspective:
Reflections on Humility and Humanity:
We are living in extraordinary times as the coronavirus spreads globally. Maybe if we pause and
begin to reflect on humility and humanity, we might see a different perspective:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

We are vulnerable as human beings and interdependent on each other;
We are reconnecting with God, family and friends;
We even reduced travel so that our planet can purify its air and creating a more green
environment;
We are working from home realizing we can be productive and even spend a little more time
with loved ones;
We are trying to center ourselves in meditation and prayer to reconnect the body with the mind
and God;
We relearned to wash our hands and are more aware of where we go and what we touch;
We walk the empty streets of major cities and even smile and say hello to strangers despite the
circumstances;
We realized that we need to be prepared individually and as a community to meet any threat to
humanity;
Maybe this virus is a reminder to connect, to be human, to be humble and to be kind to each
other and our environment; and
Maybe it is a chance to evolve as humans and live a happier and be mindful to connect to life
and God.

Stay safe and healthy.
Our warmest regards,
GreenHills Ventures
About GreenHills Ventures
GreenHills Ventures was established in 2001 as a private investment holding company and General Partners for GH Fund I and
GH Fund II (GH Fund), an early stage investment fund and GH Wealth Management Holding (GH WMH), a wealth management
firm focused on alternative investments for its ultra high net worth individuals and multi-family offices. Our investment range
from $ 1.0 million to $ 25 million. (For more information visit: GreenHills Ventures)
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